ODSA, IFC look at rush week

By John Taiso
The Independent Chronicle (IFC) and the Office of the Dean for Student Affairs (ODSA) are conducting discussions on long-standing suggestions to make fraternity rush less hectic for incoming MIT freshmen.

Insights written for the freshman writing evaluation in early September are being re-examined, according to Peggie Richardt, executive assistant of the Undergraduate Vice President for Student Activities.

One of the three topics on which freshmen could have written is a description of their rush experiences. A large number of freshmen commented about the excessively fast pace of rush week.

The present R.O. schedule begins with the freshman picnic, usually held at 4:30 p.m. on the last Friday in August. Fraternity rush begins after the picnic. Fraternity can offer freshman bids to live in their houses beginning the following Sunday morning, and freshmen can accept those bids by Wednesday of that week.

One possible change would require freshmen to arrive at MIT on Thursday, rather than Thursday afternoon, for Residence Orientation (R.O.) Week, according to Assistant Dean for Student Affairs Richardt.

This change would give freshmen more time for orientation and selection process before bids are received. Assistant Dean and Student Orientation Director Louis T. Bernard before bids begin.

Other proposed changes in rush, Richardt noted, include shorter freshman picnics, not allowing freshmen or upperclassmen to attend, and reducing the number of typical hours for those events.

Debt stalls shuttle bus

By Tony Zamparini
The MIT Shuttle Bus did not receive funding for the fall semester of this year, because the William S. Green Co. did not receive the bus until its organizers pay their debt to the university.

The MIT Shuttle Bus Project owes Carroll about $1490, according to MIT Operator's Corporation, founder of the shuttle project. The Green Co. is $200 in the MIT account, Lopez said, and thus needs to borrow about $3000 before it can resume operations.

The shuttle bus costs $400 a week to operate; organizers had hoped to run the bus for two weeks, from Wednesday until Friday, December 10.

"We were turned down by a (Finance Board) loan," Lopez said, "because we are strapped for cash."

The Finance Board has also refused to lend the shuttle bus any money out of the (Undergraduate Association President's) discretionary funds.

"The Finance Board right now does not have a lot of money," said Charles R. Brown, chairman of the Undergraduate Association (UA) Finance Board. "We can't make a loan that won't be paid back. Before the end of the year," Brown said he doubted the Shuttle Bus Project could pay back so much a loan.

The Finance Board could lend money from its invested mers. Brown noted, but such a loan would have to be approved by the Activities Development Board (ADB). The board approved a $500 loan in September, but ADB has yet to vote on it. This loan is now "dead," Brown said, since it would fall due at the end of this term. "If we don't restart," Lopez said, "we'll probably have to go as much as the Project would have to rely on money solicited for tickets. The MIT Shuttle Bus Project sold $5800 in tickets to the Student Center committee (SCC) for $400 per ticket.

"We're truming in a lot of money," Brown said, "but it's not working."

"We're trying a little harder for new freshmen this year," she said. Part of the decline, Elson added, may have been due to a reception that Course 111 graduates had in the summer. "The exact workings of that are up to the Shuttle Bus Project," Lopez added.

Many of the project's members are apprehensive about its viability, Lopez noted, "and it's difficult to make commitments to time and manpower."

Endowment jumps $80M

By John J. Ying
MIT's endowment fund has increased in value by $80 million since the middle of the summer because of increases in stock prices, but Director of Financial Operations John A. Carriere doesn't foresee "any major change in our income."

As of October 31, the total value of the endowment fund (held in general investment) was $231 million, according to Treasurer E. Itten J. Stribley. While noting the Dow Jones Industrial Average has not changed since November, Stribley pointed out that the Dow's annual increase represents an appreciation of over 20 per cent, or $80 million, in the endowment, excluding real estate, since June 30, the end of MIT's fiscal year.

"We won't see a change in the income unless companies like General Motors start to make money again," Carriere said. "But their dividends," Carriere said. "The net worth of the endowment is tied to the Dow Jones, but its increase does not necessarily provide more cash for us.

"The change in market value is viewed as a new revenue, but we need to do a lot of work to make sure that our income is not dependent on the stock market."
Staff associate not enough, says AMITA

(Continued from page 1)

"We obviously still need to have support services for women students," McBay said, "so it's not always possible to do what you'd like to have done." Next year's budget cuts in the Dean's Office will have to come from personnel, McBay said, and management carefully reviews positions of employees who leave the Dean's Office to determine where budget cuts will be made.

Betsy Salkind '85, co-chairperson of the Women's Center Committee, said Berman's job description should be altered. "As the position exists now, it's not what we wanted," she noted. A one-year position, full-time for women, and without a mention of women "does not mean that there is a classroom, but it means that the position will not be all about women," she said. Seniors in the School of Humanities and Social Sciences who have been invited to these lunches will also be able to talk about their experiences before the rush.

Salkind declared. students."'t really exists in the Dean's office," she noted. A one-year position was created to help support services for women students, "but it's not always possible to do what you'd like to have done."

Rush schedule examined

(Continued from page 1)

more students will be invited to one of these luncheons to discuss their activities, as well as their hopes and plans for the future of women at MIT.

McBay said that the new staff associate, Berman "hopes to help students hold onto the last student's needs at MIT.

and without a mention of women "have fun and gain practical experience." Only a few days on the job, she is already "seeking out women staff members and students."
World

Pope to visit Central America — Pope John Paul II will visit El Salvador early next year, according to an announcement Sunday by a Roman Catholic Church official in San Salvador. The trip, the Pope's first to the region, will also include other Central American countries and Haiti. The visit comes at a time when the Church finds itself under pressure from political forces in this traditionally Catholic region and from the recent growth of the evangelical Protestant movement.

Lebanese army seizes hospital's drugs — Soldiers of the Lebanese army seized at least $250,000 in drugs from the Palestinian-run Gaza hospital in Beirut on Sunday, according to the hospital's director, Dr. Amir Hamowr. A spokesman for the Lebanese Army said he knew of the incidents, but would not comment on them. "They took all our antibiotics," Joel Gluck said.

More of the same — Skies will turn overcast by late this afternoon, but southeasterly winds will bring mild weather for the next several days. High temperatures this week will remain in the low to middle 80's, while nighttime temperatures can be expected to dip into the low 40's.

Stock market rise won't boost institute's income

(Continued from page 4)

"Although income hasn't increased because of the market," Strehle noted, "if the lower rate of inflation continues into the future, the income in the future will have more purchasing power than investors thought six months ago. "It is important to note that the country is still in a recession and (there's) little sign of it picking up," Strehle continued. "We are hopeful of a modest economic recovery in 1983 with an increase in corporate earnings and a resumption of dividend increases."

Although the value of all institutions, including some temporary income, exceeded $500 million during the rally, Strehle said MIT made no effort to alter its ratio of cash to securities. "The Institute holds 70 percent of its investments in equities, consisting of common stock and convertible bonds, 22 percent in bonds and short term securities, and the remaining 8 percent in real estate, according to Strehle.

HELP!
The MIT Musical Theatre Guild is looking for a production staff
Interviews will be held for Director, Music Director, & Choreographer for Tech Show '83 on 11/30 and 12/1; and the IAP show, Jacques Brel is Alive and Well and Living in Paris on 12/2. For appointments: Call 253-6294 or stop by our office (Student Center room 453).

To All Seniors
You're invited to attend a Reception
to Discuss
Investment Banking

Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb
15 Water Street — 43rd Floor
New York, New York 10038
December 21, 1981 • 5:00 P.M.
RSVP to the Placement Office, Room 12-170
(Due to limited space, only first respondents will be accommodated)

Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb
New York Boston Washington, D.C.
Investment Banking

Garbage: that doesn't need your contribution

Evelyn Wood READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE
A U.S. Company
17 Arlington Street ● Boston Massachusetts

Too Much Reading Getting You Down?

Well, maybe it should! Today, our knowledge is exploding so fast that people who want to keep up ahead are actually falling behind. There's simply too much to read. Too much homework. Too many books. Too many reports and memos.

What's the solution? Learn how to read faster and better.

You can do it, too. So far over 1,000,000 other people have done it. People with different jobs. different I.Q.'s, different interests. different educations. Students. businessmen. housewives.

These people have all taken a course developed by Evelyn Wood. a prominent educator. They have all improved their reading speed with equal or better comprehension. Most have increased it even more. Some increased it 10, even 20 times. They're reading 7 pages a minute. Thinks for a moment what that means.

Our average graduate can read the typical novel in less than two hours. They can read this ad in 20 seconds. They can read an entire issue of Time in 35 minutes.

They don't skip or skim either. They read every single word. Not do they use machines. Instead, they let the material they're reading determine how fast they read.

And mark this well — they actually understand more and remember more and enjoy more than when they read like you. That's right. They understand more. They remember more. They enjoy more.

This is the same course three Presidents have had taught to their staffs. The same one Senators and Congressmen have taken, and the same course superbly completed by thousands of parsons in Boston and New England over the past 20 years.

It's six weeks long. 3 hours a week, with classes held regularly in Boston, and suburbs. The IAP classes are tailored to fit the January period. The classes will meet twice weekly for 3 weeks, 3 hours each meeting.

At a greatly reduced rate, you will receive the regular Reading Dynamics course and the nationwide reading privileges.

Special class for INDEPENDENT ACTIVITIES PERIOD
Classes at 380/402 Massachusetts Avenue (3 minute walk from Student Center)
Outstanding Student and Faculty Group Rates for information call 536-6380

Evelyn Wood READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE
17 Arlington Street ● Boston Massachusetts

Electronic Technology? The Downside
Is the State of the Art Tomorrow?

Rome Air Development Center — the largest Air Force laboratory devoted to electronic research and development.

The 485th Engineering and Installation Group — engineering communications and electronic systems throughout the world.

Griffiss ABF recruiters will be on campus Dec 7th. Interviews will be for civilian opportunities in electronics engineers and computer scientists.

Rome Air Development Center
485th Engineering & Installation Group
Griffiss Air Force Base, New York

NEW YORK ATLANOA BOSTON CHICAGO DALLAS
Opinion

What Andropov will see

Yuri Andropov, as interim General Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, will face for the next decade a world situation requiring a greater flexibility Soviet strategy and makes use of the 81 correct choice of tactics to achieve that strategy. A combination of demo- cratic—although by no means natural—phenomena and the domination of the United States and Western Europe is fast diminishing in many Western countries, because of the worsening social conditions. An- dropov, as a former head of the KGB, is well aware of this hidden problem, and the Soviet system. It is unlikely that the next generation will fittest. Professor Smith takes in his book some 30 credits of Soviet leadership. It is not soon to rediscover the new Soviet elite which could probably not be won by democratic means, are not as threatening to stability or viewed in the historical Rus- sian context. The peoples gov- erned by Moscow have grown ac- customed to the way in which the threat of revolt is simplified with the possibility of success as defined by the Communist party. As Erich Fromm demonstrated in his book The Fear of Freedom, there are powerful psychological reasons for humans to seek the sort of security offered by the So- viet system. It is unlikely that the Soviet Union will repudiate the principle of foreign policy, as the Reagan Administration would have us think, for the foreseeable future. Our political system is not the same, and the power, reactivity, and practicality of the latter, no matter how re- veal, however, may discover how to complicate the seeds of despera- tion...
Space Epic
By Bill Spitzak

Hoop starts up, falls to Babson and to Harvard
(Continued from page 81)
An aggressive game on defense by taking several charging fouls led a 16-9 run to pull Tech within seven at 23-16, but Harvard’s size and strength eventually prevailed at both ends of the floor. The first half ended with the home team up by 12, 43-31.
The second half was much the same as the first. Though MIT crime up with a number of good plays, especially on defense, it wasn’t enough to handle Harvard on the strength of 58 percent shooting, outscored MIT 44-27 in the final 20 minutes.
Fresh Greg Wildes led the hosts with 20 points, including 12 in the first half, while sophomore Bob Ferry chipped in with 16, most of which came from the perimeter. Branch, MIT’s sixth all-time leading scorer, led both teams with 27, including 12-12 from the line. Joseph played another fine all-around game, with 14 points and four steals. Other encouraging notes included a 6-for-32 performance from the charity stripe (following a 13-for-27 gain against Babson), and 11 steals versus nine for Harvard. Turnovers, however, continued to be a source of worry as MIT gave up the ball 26 times, for a two-game total of 58.
The schedule for the balance of December isn’t exactly an easy one. Tomorrow MIT faces Tufts (rated in some polls as the best in New England Division II) in Medford before winging to Chicago to participate in the Illinois Tech Tournament Friday and Saturday.

NEW & USED HIFI.
BEST PRICES:
JANS OUDJAP/HOLMAN NAD
ACOUSTAT NAKAMICHI HAFLER Dynaco
GRACE DYNAVECTOR REGA McIntosh
BUY SELL TRADE CONSIGN RENT
QAUDIO, 95 Vassar St., Cambridge, MA 547-2727.
Monday-Saturday 10-6 Mastercharge & Visa Welcome

Wondering how to do what you want and still make a living?

Careers, Turning Points, and Social Responsibility:
How Political, Economic and Social Events Will Change Your Plans

A panel discussion featuring David Burnmaster,
Steve Gallant, Jim Hester and Larry Linden
Wednesday, December 1
3:00, Room 9-150

Come hear four guys talk about some really different careers. All four earned traditional degrees from MIT, but work in untraditional fields — funky stuff like Energy, Health Care, the Environment, Politics, Technology Assessment. Getting from Course 2 to the White House staff, or from Course 16 to hospital administration means taking risks and surviving bad breaks, but it can be done. Come talk with the folks who did it.

What’s your dream?

Etta Kappus '84
What's wrong with the MX Missile?

1. It's unsafe for us
   The latest plans for basing it ("dense pack") don't secure it against enemy attack. In fact, they make such an attack more tempting.

2. It's provocative to the Soviets
   The MX is a "first strike," not a "deterrent" weapon. It therefore tempts the Soviets to launch a pre-emptive strike of their own and knock the MX out of business.

3. It escalates the arms race
   Air Force spokesman General Fornell says the latest MX basing plan will "start exhausting [the enemy's] resources and drive him to development of new warheads larger in yield." Exactly. Each new weapon drives the arms spiral a few notches higher.

4. It's recklessly expensive
   The 100 MX missiles proposed would cost thirty billion dollars over the next few years. We can make better use of our taxes, even for defense.

5. We don't need it anyway
   Our submarine missiles alone are more than adequate to deter an attack for many years to come. They're powerful, undetectable, in place, and already paid for.

Call or write your three representatives in Congress to vote against the MX. Sign the MIT letter to Congress. There's no time to lose.

For the MIT Faculty Disarmament Study Group:
Aron Bernstein, Professor of Physics, Chairman
Bernard Feld, Professor of Physics, Editor of The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists
Langley Keyes, Professor of Urban Studies and Planning
Leo Marx, Professor of Science, Technology, and Society
Philip Morrison, Institute Professor, Professor of Physics
Scott Paradise, Episcopal Chaplain
Lisa Peattie, Professor of Urban Studies and Planning
Edward Robbins, Assistant Professor of Anthropology and Architecture

For the MIT Student Disarmament Study Group:
Peter Desnoyers 86
Thomas Drennen 83
Jerry Frost 86
Andrew D. Gavrin 82
Tricia Kellison 84
Allan Matthews 83
Mark Skinner 83
Michael Thomas 86

(Paid Advertisement)
sports

Fencing impales Brown, faces Harvard tomorrow

By Martin Dickes

MIT head coach Eric Sollee expected easy wins, and he was not disappointed, as both the men's and women's fencing teams rolled over Brown last Tuesday night. Successfully opening the 1983-84 season.

The men's match saw host MIT dominate competition in all three weapons — saber, épée, and foil. By the time the match was over, the Engineers had won 19 of the 27 bouts.

Brown’s women were hindered by the lack of a fourth fencer, forcing a forfeit of one bout in every four. It turned out that the MIT team did not need the four victories, as the Engineers experienced no difficulties in trouncing their opponents 12-4.

Both squads will be in action again tomorrow night at 7pm in a match hosted by Harvard. The Engineers' Sollee feels that the Crimson should prove a much sterner test for his maturing fencers. He is, however, hopeful of the outcome.

ATTORNEY AT LAW

Available in the fields of personal injury, real property, automobile law, real estate, contracts, commercial law, tenancy, wills, deeds, probate, and more. Reasonable rates. Call John D. Horwich, MIT ’77, at 923-5271. Gov’t Center.

The MIT Equipment Exchange offers surplus equipment and used textbooks to students and staff at reasonable prices. Located in Building 2040C, 224 Albany St. Open Mon., Wed., Fri. 10am-10pm.

Pandora Catalog 74 runs great. New fence and two days. $400. Call 264-2424.

ENTROPY BOOKS

SUBJECT WANTED FOR JANUARY


RESEARCH

Career Counseling. Give yourself an edge — get that important job interview by being an effective resume & job-search plan.

Six Weeks BA (Weberst), MA (Bull), 7 years a Personnel Manager in industry. 3 years an Executive Recruiter. Call (817) 468-4455. Needham, MA

ENTROPY MINIMAX SOURCEROOK 7- volume series by R. Christensen. TECH COOP or write Entropy Publications, Inc., 217, South Great Road, Lincoln, MA 01773.

BAHAMAS Spring Break from $259. Includes 8 days/7 nights, accommodations, meals, jet, transfers, free non alcholic drinks and more. Reasonable rates. Call Esthel 267-6997.

BERMUDA Spring Break from $365. Includes scheduled jet, 6 days/7 nights, accommodations, meals, jet, transfers, free non-alcholic drinks and more. Reasonable rates. Call Esthel 267-6997.

VACATION IN NEW ENGLAND 3 nights/4 days from $125 in full service 3 nights lodging, 6 days lift ticket lift tickets. Contact Marc 267-6997.

BAYTOWN/LEAVERDINE Spring break from $125/8. 8 days/7 nights, accommodations, meals, jet, transfers, free non-alcholic drinks and more. Optional roundtrip flight from campus. Contact Marc 267-6997

Huntington Boston University

3 WEEKS ONLY

November 27-December 19

THE DINING ROOM

by A.R. Gurney, Jr.

1990/1991

THOMAS GUMBERFORD

CHARGE BY PHONE:

687-266-5915

JULIE GROUP SALES: 687-266-5915
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The Tech.
Hoop drops pair to Babson, Crimson

By Eric R. Fleming

Although it wasn't the kind of opening that one would tell one's friends about, the men's basketball team did have some reason to smile after the beginning of its 75th season.

Last Tuesday night, a much-improved Babson team stormed into Rockwell Cage, fresh off the heels of two easy wins in its ownitational tourney the weekend before. The rivalry between the two schools has been a good one in recent years, with the last three meetings having been decided by a total of nine points, the last winning two.

The 1982 chapter started out the same way, as neither the visiting Beavers nor the host Beavers could get a big advantage. Babson relied on the outside shooting of guards Bill Allard and Jack Sassuk, while MIT countered with junior Mark Johnson on the inside, the recipient of good lob passes from Robert Joseph '83.

The turning point came with three minutes left in the first half, when Babson applied half-court pressure. MIT could not penetrate, and as a result could muster just one free throw in the last 2:54. A 1:27 tie became a 35-27 Babson lead as the first twenty minutes ended. Significant in the numbers were MIT's poor free throw shooting (43 percent), and 18 turnovers, a problem which had plagued the squad in the pre-season.

The Engineers still had problems with the press at the beginning of the second half, as Babson slowly extended its margin, which grew as large as 16 before the final buzzer sounded. MIT also had to deal with foul trouble when both Johnson and senior guard Mark Branch picked up their fourth fouls early in the half. The hosts narrowed the deficit to six points (59-48) at 5:10, but could not get any closer as the visiting Beavers went on to 10 with a 72-59 victory.

Saturday, MIT made history of sorts, being the first American team to play in Harvard's new Bridge Cage, which finally opened after a year's delay. Unfortunately, the Engineers could not spoil the official Harvard opener and lost 83-58.

The host Crimson jumped out of the blocks early, taking 6-0 (10:11 of the first half) and led 14-4 (11:49) leads before MIT could get untracked. Brand and center Brad Eddy '85 (who though not scoring eight points, played (Please turn to page 5)

E-Systems continues the tradition of the world's great problem solvers.

Developing the analytical theory known by his name, Joseph Fourier gave the world a basic tool for understanding and system design. Today, E-Systems engineers are carrying on his tradition. They're using Fourier's mathematical accomplishments to solve some of the world's toughest electronics problems via computer-designed circuitry.

E-Systems designs and produces communications systems, data systems, antenna systems, intelligence and reconnaissance systems that are often the first-of-a-kind in the world. For a reprint of the special edition of the Harvard Alumni Bulletin, written by John Joseph, a freelance writer, please call 617-495-2900.

For opportunities with E-Systems in Texas, Florida, Indiana, Utah, or Virginia, write: Lloyd K. Launderdale, VP, Research and Engineering, E-Systems, Corporate Headquarters, P.O. Box 228030, Dallas, TX 75266.

E-SYSTEMS

The problem solvers

An equal opportunity employer M/F/H.